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School Mascot Stolen
Stuffed Bear Is Returned But Bear Costume Is Missing

By Bruce Waterbury

It appears from all indications that the school mascot (the bear costume worn at the basketball games) has been stolen. It was last seen residing in the utility room in the gymnasium. A fruitless search, however, has yet to turn up the missing costume. No ransom note of any kind has been found.

SO WHAT
Mrs. Pat Thieben, cheerleader advisor, commented that she doesn't know where the costume is at but she is really not very concerned. "It's such an old beat up costume and anyway we need a new one."

MONEY PROBLEMS
The possibility of buying a new costume is highly unlikely as it would cost around $250.00.

"The money allocated to the cheerleaders and any fund raising attempts by them probably could not raise enough money to buy a new costume," remarks Mrs. Thieben.

LAST TIME
So unless the costume is found or returned, it appears that the "Bear" has made its last appearance at a DMACC athletic event.

Stuffed Bear Safely Returned

The giant stuffed bear has been returned! The bear, kidnapped sometime in February, was discovered by Coach Larry Hughes when he returned home one night to find it sitting on his couch. He noticed a note beside it and was then able to deduce, by reading between the lines, who had stolen the bear.

THE CULPRITS
Mr. Hughes was able to figure out that Jane Roosen, Shelly Williams, Mary Storey and Jerri Augustus were the ones responsible for the kidnapping. It was not that difficult to figure out as each girl's name was 'hidden' somewhere in the note.

THE HEIST
One cold February day, in broad daylight, Jane and Jerri were able to sneak the bear out of the gym while Mary and Shelly kept their eyes open for anyone coming. The toughest part of the heist was trying to stuff the bear into the trunk of the get-away car.

They took the stuffed Bear in order to "get a little excitement around here."

However, no one really noticed it missing until the girls left two ransom notes. Even then nobody seemed to be concerned about the kidnapped bear so the girls kept it for several weeks. After a while they got tired of seeing it lying around the apartment and that is when they decided to leave it at Mr. Hughes's house.

Rumor Of The Week
Rumor has it that President Carter heard about the Bear held hostage and ordered a rescue mission to free it. The mission however ended in failure as the five rescue vans that were sent out to free the Bear ended up into each other or just got lost on their way to Boone.

Spring Enrollment
Spring enrollment at the Boone Campus of Des Moines Area Community College stands at 503 students. These figures include 389 Nursing students, 18 Book-keeping and Accounting students, 42 Office Education students, 23 Recreational Leadership Specialist students and 150 students in Para-Professional, Pre-Professional, and Arts & Science Programs.

Enrollment figures include all full and part time students in arts and sciences and vocational-technical programs. The figures do not include persons enrolled for non-credit adult education courses, the farm veterans agriculture program, or high school completion courses.

The Boone Campus is now accepting new applications for Summer and Fall Quarter. Summer quarter classes begin at the Boone Campus on Monday, April 28. Information on Summer Quarter course registration is available upon request at the Student Service Office, Boone Campus or by calling 432-7203.
The newspaper questionnaire was given out in order so that the newspaper staff can find out what the students and faculty opinions are and what they would or would not want to see.

A large percentage of the people who filled out the questionnaire gave their opinions and constructive criticism. On the other hand, however, there was a fair percentage of people who just tried to see how innocuous and vulgar they could be. Lastly there were a few who managed to criticize but offer no solution.

Out of 503 students enrolled only 32 bothered to answer the questionnaire. Only eight people out of the faculty and administration took the time to fill it out.

RATINGS
EXCELLENT-2
GOOD -10
AVERAGE -11
POOR -9
AMPUL -8

Twenty-three thought the paper was average or above while seventeen thought it was either poor or awful.

10 people felt that too many pages were devoted to entertainment. 9 people thought that sports receives too much coverage and four people think that there is too much campus news.

SEE MORE OF
Some people expressed that they would like to see more campus news, others more baseball and personal stories.

SEE LESS OF
Surprisingly only a couple expressed that they would like to see fewer errors, others said humor. Of course some said that they'd like to see less of a Bruce Waterhead and a Bruce Watermelon. I can't agree any more.

Over-all I wasn't very pleased with a large majority of the questionnaires. Too many people criticized but offered no solution. Many students and faculty members do not realize how small our staff is and that if we are going to express the views of the students, they must tell us their opinions.

Newspaper Survey Results

In the last four issues of the "BEAR FACTS " the newspaper has been made up of:
57% Campus News
25% Sports
18% Entertainment

14 times during the last four issues, I have asked for help, the last few being a writing contest (no one entered), a front page story on apathy asking for help (Obviously no one read it), and I have written several editorials explaining our problem with a small staff and our need for outside help. To top it off, in each issue in the masthead (found in the left hand corner on page two) is this paragraph;

Any letters voicing your opinion of the paper, college or world events are welcomed. Also any stories, photographs or art work will be considered.

Any letters voicing your opinions of the paper, college, or world events are welcomed. Also any stories, photographs or art work will be considered for publication. Submit your works to either the Editors or the advisor, Bob Person.

In Defense of the Newspaper

The majority of the people polled feel that there is too much sports and entertainment. I feel that if a person only reads the sports and entertainment pages, that is all he will notice. Below are three typical students opinions and gripes about the paper. I admire them for speaking out but I wish they would have some proof to base their criticisms on.

Three brave souls decided to sign their names to their questionnaire. They were Doug Biggs, Steve Jordinson and Tim Maybee. I don't know if these guys just had a rough time at the bar the night before or what but something sure got them upset.

Each one thought that there are too many pages devoted to entertainment (remember 57% news 18% entertainment). In fact Mr. Maybee writes, "It could use a hell of a lot more campus news. I have never seen any campus news bypasses the first letter from Cindy."

Well for one thing Tim, the letter from Cindy is an editorial, and there have been 41 pages of campus news in the last four issues.

Each of these students wanted to see serious editorials. The students and faculty members must be the ones to write editorials. I can't force people to write them.

What really shows their ignorance, however, is that each one wrote that they didn't know that they could submit editorials, etc. In fact Biggs wrote, "Most people don't know that they can write articles for the paper." Wake up Bruce! If you want help, ask for it!

Why don't you wake up Doug. 14 times in the last four issues I have asked for help. There was a writing contest (no one entered), a front page story on apathy asking for help (Obviously no one read it), and I have written several editorials explaining our problem with a small staff and our need for outside help. To top it off, in each issue in the masthead (found in the left hand corner on page two) is this paragraph:

Any letters voicing your opinion of the paper, college or world events are welcomed. Also any stories, photographs or art work will be considered for publication. Submit your works to either the Editors or the advisor, Bob Person.

One of my favorite questionnaires is from a faculty member. Here is what he or she had to say;

"The writing in the entire paper is poor, negligent and ignorant. The paper makes a poor advertisement for the college; indeed, it shows that the students at the college learn nothing. To put this paper in the hands of anyone off campus is to condemn the college."

And I thought Archie Bunker was a fictional character. It is always easy to condemn something, the hard part is to provide the answer. This person makes no constructive criticism at all. This person can't even fill out the questionnaire completely. I wish this person would come talk to me and tell me how we can improve the paper with the staff and materials that we have. Then after that you can tell me how to cure cancer, the secret of life and other incredibly tough questions to which I'm sure you have all the answers to.

In Defense of the Newspaper

Each one thought that there are too many pages devoted to entertainment (remember 57% news 18% entertainment). In fact Mr. Maybee writes, "It could use a hell of a lot more campus news. I have never seen any campus news bypasses the first letter from Cindy."
Spring Cleaning

By Linda Tabor

Spring cleaning has been underway at DMACC. Two great tasks have been accomplished. One was rearranging the main office, the other straightening the darkroom.

The darkroom, at one time, was very congested. Bob Person, instructor of photographic courses, felt that it needed to be arranged in such a way that more students could have access to one side of the room into semi-individual work areas.

The administrative office was shuffled around to accommodate two new computers. The computers were placed along the east wall of the room. This meant moving the old computer and a desk. In the process, the secretaries gave the office a whole new look by moving file cabinets and desks. At the present time the office carries a shine of Spring and freshness with its new arrangement of furniture.

Creative Writing Contest Winners

By Linda Tabor

A luncheon was held at the Ankeny Campus Executive Dining Room on April 18, 1980, in honor of the winners of the Creative Writing Contest. Master of Ceremonies was contest chairman, Rick Chapman. Guests were served a lavish meal consisting of a salad, beef wellington, green beans and slivered almonds, mashed potatoes, and cherry jubilee. Following the meal, Rick Chapman presented certificates to the three top winners and honorable mentions.

Those from Ankeny receiving scholarships were Lee Sparks, Mike Elwine, and Diane Jolly. Honorable mentions were Marion Blake, Tracey Beye, Patricia Smith, Jeffrey Roberts, and Bev Clark. Representing the Boone Campus was Linda Tabor who received an honorable mention. These works were selected from over 100 works entered by twenty-five DMACC students. Judges for the event were three full-time English instructors, two of whom were from the Ankeny Campus and Mr. William Berger from Boone.

The winning works will be considered for publication in the fall issue of Expressions, a literary magazine produced by the Ankeny journalism department.
IOWA FREEDOM DAY
May 14, 1980

What would you think if, here in Iowa, we could save two million gallons of gasoline just one day? Sound impossible? Well it's not, but it's going to take all of us to do it.

As part of Iowa's observance of National Transportation Week, Governor Robert Ray has proclaimed Wednesday, May 14, 1980, as "Iowa Freedom Day", a day to demonstrate our potential for conserving gasoline without giving up our freedom of movement.

How does the two million gallons come in? The Iowa Department of Transportation is challenging all Iowans to find another way to go. For example: take a bus, ride a bike, use a moped or motorcycle or even walk. Here's what we can do: instead of driving to school all by yourself, pick up some friends and make it a carpool; get back to riding your bicycle; use mopeds and motorcycles, which are very fuel efficient; and, how about walking?

Remember, we're not asking anyone to give up going anywhere, we're just accepting the DOT's challenge to all of Iowa to go just one day in May "Iowa Freedom Day" May 14, 1980, Re-war fuel saving could become habit forming!

WARNING: FUEL SAVING COULD BECOME HABIT FORMING!!!

Financial Aid Applications Are Available

Rich Finnestad, Coordinator of Student Life at the Boone Campus, DMACC announced today that assistance with financial aid planning is available to prospective students, high school seniors, their families and others planning to attend college in the fall.

The period from January through May or June is the best possible time to apply for financial aid at DMACC with an early application being the best.

This percentage could increase a great deal if the FMCSU, in the form of scholarships, grants, and loans, and work study, are available to qualified students. Questions on financial aid can be directed to the Boone Campus (515-432-7703). Applications are available upon request.

DMACC Students Place High At PBL Conference

The Thirty-Fourth Annual State Phi Beta Lambda Leadership Conference was held April 11 and 12 in Eagle Grove, Iowa. Phi Beta Lambda is a post-secondary organization for college students interested in business careers.

Several Boone Campus students placed in different events that were held at the State Leadership Conference. They are as follows:

Office Procedures - Bette Anderson, Vale - 1st Place
Extemporaneous Speaking - Sandy Corn, Boone - Honorable Mention
Business Administration - Greg Paris, Boone - 5th Place
Chapter Activities Report - DMACC, Boone - 4th Place
Poster Event - Melinda Rosedal, Boone; and Cindy Vanderheiden, Carroll - 1st Place
Largest Local Chapter Membership - DMACC, Boone - 2nd Place
Jr. Typist - Joyce Carter, Boone - 1st Place
Jr. Secretary - Linda Pemont, LuVerne - 1st Place
Executive Typist - Annie Woolson, Boone - 2nd Place
Data Processing I - Joyce Carter, Boone - 2nd Place
Business Machines - Kathy Brobst, Perry - 3rd Place
Parliamentary Procedures Team - 3rd Cindy Humphrey, Boone; Sherry Roper, Jefferson; Laura Swanner, Maple; Doug Blags, Ankeny; Maribeth Waldman, Boone

Ms. Future Business Executive - Rhonda Dyker - 4th Place

Bette Anderson of Vale was named to Who's Who in Phi Beta Lambda and Sherry Roper of Jefferson was elected as State Secretary/Treasurer for the 1980-81 year. Sherry will be attending an officer leadership meeting at the University of Northern Iowa on May 9 and 10 to learn about her duties for the coming year.

Des Moines Area Community College - Boone Campus placed 4th in overall competition at this year's State Leadership Conference.
Byron Hamilton, Dean of the Boone Campus, Des Moines Area Community College, announces the Winter Quarter 1979-80 Dean's List. To be eligible for the college transfer program, nursing program, and office education program Dean's List, students must complete at least 12 quarter hours and have above a 3.25 grade point average out of a possible 4.00 grade point (A) average for the quarter. The following students were named to the Dean's List for scholastic achievement at the Boone Campus and Carroll Nursing Center:

**AMES**
- Bogenrief, Douglas F.
- Chidume, Cecilia I.
- Clark, Steve P.
- Drennan, Linda Sue
- Kurtz, Linda
- Mustafa, Abdalla
- Nguyen, Daf Trong
- Sorenson, Donald Paul
- Yanes, Betty H.

**BANCROFT**
- Ferguson, Laurie A.

**BOXHOLM**
- Abrahamson, Karen Janet
- Tabor, Linda

**BOONE**
- Anderson, Steve Bruce
- Annan, Julie T.
- Batt, Danny L.
- Beery, Beverly Donice
- Boesen, Jane Frances
- Bushore, Bette Jayne
- Carter, Joyce Marie
- Crouthamel, Lila
- Curran, Mary Kit
- Duffy, John Jay
- Harris, Patricia Ann
- Hasstedt, Kerry L.
- Hays, John
- Humphrey, Cindy Ann
- King, Kathy
- Kinzie, Lola
- Lau, Sin Tong
- Lett, Julie K.
- Nimmo, Florence I.
- Paris, Greg
- Phipps, Jerry J.
- Platter, Jeffry Allen
- Reitz, Debra Kay
- Robinson, Carolyn S.
- Roby, Karolyn L.
- Ross, Debra L.
- Savonell, Phoebe J.
- Silver, Carla J.
- Springer, Kerin Renee
- Tripk, Craig Alan
- Trites, Felicia Elaine
- Utke, Diana M.
- Vanderbrook, Liese S.
- Vinchatelle, Barbara L.
- Watson, Lisa Lane
- Wills, Barbara M.

**CALAMUS**
- Davisson, Terril Lynn

**CARROLL**
- Deoll, Karen Ann
- Hogan, Patricia A.
- Mennenoa, Jane A.
- Renwanz, Karla Kay
- Sullivan, Bill L.
- Willenborg, Peggy M.

**CEDAR RAPIDS**
- Camp, Debra LaVonne

**COLLINS**
- Fish, Charles Edwin

**CORNING**
- Hallas, Angela Lynn

**GRAND JUNCTION**
- Calvert, Helen I.
- Gilley, Jackie Kay
- Peterson, Sharon G.
- Ure, Michael Norman

**GUTHRIE CENTER**
- Derry, Lois Mae
- Byerly, Lynda M.

**HUXLEY**
- Roper, Sherry Lynne
- Venteicher, Laura Jane

**LAKE VIEW**
- Dreessen, Brenda Kay

**LU VERNE**
- Penton, Constance Marie
- Penton, Linda Joy

**MADRID**
- Adams, Jeffrey Everett
- Olson, Paula

**MANILA**
- Ruhde, Sue

**MAPLETON**
- Swanger, Laura

**OGDEN**
- Eich, Mary F.
- Roy, Rena R.

**PERRY**
- Bice, Karol R.
- Conklin-Sass, Jill D.
- Hilpipre, Joline Leigh

**PILOT MOUND**
- Krebhiel, Jeanne E.

**RENWICK**
- Voss, Cindy S.

**ROCKHILL CITY**
- McGinty, Marilyn Jean

**SLATER**
- Hansen, Deborah Elaine

**STRAFFORD**
- Anderson, Norma J.
- Larson, Emlyn J.

**VAIL**
- Anderson, Bette

**WOODWARD**
- Crouse, Sam Lee
- Mascarelo, Jan
- Storey, Mary A.

**MISSOURI (Maryville)**
- Sherry, Carol

**MINNESOTA (Moorhead)**
- Kurasch, Terry

**WISCONSIN (Sturgeon Bay)**
- Falk, Kurt

Reach Out for the Best
Merit Baking Company
Humor Spots
by Steve Kramer

Quotes

Six-letter word for "infrequent appearance" - Carson Mother Goose - "Whose what is cooked?" Mrs. O'Leary's cow - "Fire!" Scarecrow - "Golly, Dorothy, I'm so nervous about seeing the Wizard I can hardly light my King Edward." Porky Pig - "I'd love to be an Oscar Meyer Weiner." King Kong - "This is the last time I'll fall for a dumb blonde." Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer - "Do it yourself, fatso!"

** * * *

Books

"I wrote the Book," by Barry Manilow.
"George Dearest," by Billy Martin.
"Battlerstar Bonanza," by Lorne Greene.
"You Can't Go Home Again," by the Shah of Iran.
"Everything you Ever Wanted to Know About Sects (But Were Afraid to Ask)," by Rev. Sun Yung Moon.
"Insanity and the Big Buck," by Chuck Barris.
"My Life Has Been in Vein," by Dracula.

Famous Sayings and Their Real Meanings

By Bruce Waterbury

RICHARD NIXON: "I am not a crook." (Liar yes, crook no)

DOUGLAS McAUERTHER: "I will return." (Protected by 500,000 troops, 1000 fighter planes and 500 battleships)

NAPOLEON: "I came, I saw, I conquered." (He was talking about Lisa the barmaid and MacCrunk's bar)

JIMMY CARTER: "I will bring honesty back into the White House." (In other words, I'll just sit around all day and let whatever happens, happen)

MAHOMMID ALI: "I am the greatest." (Egotist that is)

Dear Gabby Abby

Dear Gabby Abby,
I have this terrible sunburn. I've tried using everything on it to get it to brown. Nothing seems to work. Any ideas?

Beet red

Dear Red,
Try soaking yourself in vinegar for six hours, bring self to boil in pan of hot water, jump into a sterilized jar, and seal.

Dear Gabby Abby,
Since the temperatures have been rising, I've found it impossible to study or do homework. Why?

Lazy?

Dear Lazy,
Spring fever has stricken the best of us. Change your studying habits to the local park, the backyard, or the porch. It may be difficult to do any work that requires a lot of writing outside, but it would be easier to read under the sun.

Principle of Photography students are at it again. There will be more creative shots next issue.

There are spies everywhere!

One day in the elevator.

What?? Co-ed bathrooms at DMACC?
Dear Bruce,

I wish to speak out on behalf of my colleagues. Throughout history we have been discriminated against, mistreated, chauvinistic, and buried 6 feet under. Yes, I speak on behalf of all us dead people. Just because we are dead doesn't mean we shouldn't be allowed to vote, roam free and lie around the house. Can you help our cause?

Albert Einstein

Dear Bruce,

That's right! It's high time we release the dead from their chains and liberate them. A matter of fact, if you act soon I'll throw out history we have been discredited. Because we are dead doesn't mean we have to be poor. And if you act soon I'll throw out a dead cat for free. You just can't find a bargain like this everyday!

Alas, through

Student's View On Cronyism

By Linda Tabor

The students in DMCC need to expand their vocabulary. In order that someone may learn a new word every few weeks (although experts say that we should learn a new word each day), this reporter is beginning a series of word stories. The first word chosen was "cronyism." The reporter asked several campus students for their definition:

The Phantom 5: The physical presence of Glenn Philpotts.
Tim Hiltchen: Some strange and wild disease from outer space. Ask Mr. Smith about it.
Steve Jardison: An impairment of sexual desire or ability to achieve sexual gratification. Bruce Waterbury: Old, senile people.
Cindy Vanderheim: Bad chromosomes.
Patty Numann: A mixture of two substances that overreact when put in high temperatures and make you no wild.

Actually, it is the favorite shown to close friends, especially in political persons appointed to office.

Dear Bruce,

Anybody's Guess

@By Bruce... So Thea!

The Case of the Peanut Hater

Detective Grant was elephant hunting in Africa. He didn't use a gun, he just hid behind a tree and made noises like a peanut.

Suddenly a bullet wizzed past his head, barely missing him.

"Someone is trying to kill me," he thought to himself, "or doesn't like the sound of peanuts."

Back at camp he met the other two members of his crew. Both denied shooting at him.

"I couldn't have fired that shot because I was having an in-depth conversation with a chimpanzee," remarked Marvin Mutton.

"Well, I couldn't have done it either because I was attached by six sex-starved anteaters," replied Detective Grant.

"Ah ha, I know who did it," replied Detective Grant confidently.

Who did Detective Grant suspect of shooting at him?

Marvin Mutton. It's simple, Detective Grant had met the anteaters earlier so they wouldn't have been sex-starved.

By Steve Kramer

Laws

Ford's Law: "To err is human, to pardon (forgive) can cost you an election."
McLean Stevenson's Law: "The show must go off."
Marie Antoinette's Law: "If the people refuse cake, don't worry your silly head over it."
Dr. Spock's Law: "There is a thumb sucker born every minute."
Lindon's Law: "Why pay for a box at the theatre when you can watch it on TV?"
Consell's Law: "You didn't do it, and if you did, you didn't know you did when you did it."
Tonto's Law: "Never trust a white man unless he's wearing a black mask."
Doc Severinsen's Law: "To succeed in life, you have to blow your own horn."

Lady Godiva's Law: "All my men wear English leather, or I wear nothing at all."
Jerry Brown's Law: "When you date a singer, you may have to pay the piper."
Levi Strauss's Law: "The trends justify the jeans."

Brown Dog Soup and the Pygme

"My husband just committed suicide," cried Mrs. Ralph Rogers.

"Sit down and tell me the whole story," gestured Detective Grant.

"My husband was in a depressed state recently when his underwear business was robbed by a pygme wearing only fig leaves. All of his underwear was stolen, even the pair he was wearing. The police found him the other day shot 54 times, stabbed 11 times, run over by a W.W. I1 tank, and dropped 5000 feet from an airplane. The police ruled it suicide. I believe them.

"The police were wrong, and I believe you and your cousin Sidney murdered him."

How did Detective Grant know that this was no suicide?

First of all Mr. Rogers was found drowned in a bowl of brown dog soup, the kind of soup only Mrs. Rogers made. Secondly, Sidney carpeted my apartment yesterday. The carpet was made entirely of underwear. Mrs. Rogers killed her husband so that she could marry Sidney, who by the way is the only pygme in Dallas who wears fig leaves.

Humor Spots

Match Wits With Detective Grant

Baffling cases for the amateur sleuth.

by Bruce Waterbury
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Jerry Brown's Law: "When you date a singer, you may have to pay the piper."
Levi Strauss's Law: "The trends justify the jeans."

On age

You know you're old when:

1) You buy Playboy for the liquor ads.
2) You get exhausted riding an escalator.
3) Relatives suddenly become very friendly.
Quite A Day At DMACC

On Thursday, April 17, the 9th annual Phi Beta Lambda Business Career Workshop for area high school students was held. There were 216 high school students representing 18 high schools on campus. They took part in competitive examinations in typing, shorthand, bookkeeping, business mathematics and business calculators.

MUSIC
The Boone High School Jazz Band performed for the college in the campus lounge.
To finish off the day, the awards ceremony honoring the winners was held in the campus auditorium.

Photography
by Bob Person

Mel Holthus gets the award ceremony.

Mr. A.J. "Toche" Terrones, executive
Chamber of Commerce.

Cindy Humphrey gets ready to announce another winner.

Annie Woolson, Karen Abrahamson, Sandie Cerny get ready for the big day.
Laura Swanger, president of PBL, presents flowers to Sue Schumacher, advisor of Nevada High School students.

These gals participated in the workshop and received scholarships. They will be enrolling in one of the office education programs at DMACC.

Over 200 high school students on the Boone Campus.
On Friday, April 18, the Boone Campus Drama Department presented the play "Meanwhile, Back on the Couch." There was a responsive audience, and they seemed to enjoy the presentation. One of the best scenes in the play was when Dorthea Melnik (played by Donna Peterson) entered the office of Victor Karleen (a psychiatrist played by Bruce Waterbury). Dorthea was dressed as a love-crazed bathing beauty. Victor, however, thought she was a pain in the neck. When caught in her clutches by fiancee Gabrielle Wingate (played by Phoebe Savonell), it causes Gaby to have second thoughts about the marriage.

COMMENTS
Mr. Schaeffer was very pleased with the play. I thought the play was a little hard to follow. It was humorous, but it lacked clarity.

Kevin Israel as Albert Brock, a crazy, exasperating patient. And some say he didn't even have to act. He's always that way.

The hit of the play, Donna Peterson as Dorthea Melnik.

The whole cast on stage for the final act.

Phoebe Savonell as Gabrielle Wingate

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Yes, this ad is absolutely free! Cut it out, take it home, it's yours at no cost. While we are on the subject of food; stop in and have some great food at the

Campus Lounge

No matter how you get there the

Arctic Circle

is a restaurant worth going to.
Art Program Makes Great Strides

The DMACC Art program has made tremendous progress over the past decade. Twelve years ago, only one art class was offered. Now there are eight.

Teaching art is Mary Beth Schroeder, a graduate of Drake University. She has been an art instructor for eight years and has been interested in art for most of her life.

BENEFITS

Students who take art usually find out they have talent that they didn’t realize they had. “Hopefully I can bring it out,” remarks Mrs. Schroeder. Most of the students who take art are very serious about it, while a few take it to pick up some humanities credits.

PROBLEMS

Mrs. Schroeder feels that the college needs more art supplies. “Sometimes I have to spend some of my own money on supplies.”

Also Mrs. Schroeder would like to have some volunteers to model for her life drawing class. So far there have been a few people who have donated their time, but more people are needed. Anyone who would like to model is encouraged to contact Mrs. Schroeder. Nude models will even be accepted.

CLASSES

Classes offered at the college are Life Drawing, Drawing I, II, Painting I, & II, Art Appreciation, and art in the elementary school.
Q: Do you have many troubles dealing with international students? What kind of problems do you expect international students to have in college?
A: The committee is working on that proposal. At one time, the Boone campus was on the semester system, and this campus was built for such a system, as you can see by the large classrooms.

Q: From your point of view, what advantages and disadvantages would the semester system have for registration or for the student?
A: There are several advantages from my point of view: there would be only three registrations a year instead of four, and that would cost less in both money and manpower. The disadvantages to the students would be that they wouldn't have as many different courses as they can take now, and there wouldn't be that much variety in what they could take.

Q: Working as an advisor, do you have many troubles dealing with international students? What kind of problems do you expect international students to have in college?
A: I don't have that much of a problem, working as an advisor; however, the language barrier is naturally the greatest problem for the international students.

Q: Universities in the United States require a higher grade point average for international students to transfer than they do for American students. Can you tell me the reason for that?
A: The main reason for that is that the rough estimate of the cost for a student to go to school on this campus is $1900 per year. The international students pay only $900, so that other $1000 is being paid by the taxpayers of Iowa. Taxpayers in all 50 states support their educational institutions, so at least the taxpayers get their money back from the out-of-state students by employing their graduates.

Q: Under the current visa regulations, international students are not permitted to hold jobs; however, these rules were made before the current inflation. Do you think these rules should be changed, under the circumstances of higher costs?
A: A few years back the colleges were able to grant money to some students. Since then, however, that service has been taken away from us by the immigration authorities. The reason is because the unemployment rate was not very high a few years ago, but now that it has risen, the government probably thinks that foreign student employment would take a job away from some American.

Q: How many international students go here?
A: We make a report in the second week of the quarter, so that report is not due yet. However, last quarter we had 52 international students here, and that's close to what it has been for several quarters.

Q: What kind of job brings out the best or the worst in you?
A: The job that I like and one which satisfies me is one in which I can communicate with people; the thing that brings out the worst in me is a job with no mental stimulation.

Q: What does "personality" mean to you?
A: Well, it means the general behavior characteristics of an individual—the characteristics most important in the determination of his social adjustment.

Q: Of these twelve personality types: adaptable, ambitious, influencing, accomplishing, idealistic, patient, anticipating, perceptive, sensitive, determined, persistent and conscientious, which do you think is your personality type?
A: I think we all have some part of each of those in our personalities. Maybe some are more dominant than others, and some may show the influence of one or more of these traits more strongly than another, but everybody shows some of each of these characteristics.

Q: What makes you like or not like somebody when you first meet him?
A: The positive feelings of his personality make me like him, but if I get negative feelings or feel antagonism expressed in his behavior or attitudes, then I don't like him.

Q: How could someone improve his personality?
A: Well, it depends on the person, what he really wants to become. I'd say that you should set yourself a goal, and when you achieve that goal, you have improved your personality.
If you were a collegiate coach, what five starters would you like to have for your "dream team"?

Chris

As guards, Darryl Griffith and Kyle Macy. I'd prefer Joe Barry Carroll at center. My forwards would be Mark Aguirre and Eugene Banks. If a coach couldn't win an NCAA tourney with this group, he isn't much of a coach.

Who are the favorites to win the divisions in baseball this year?

Tom

Houston, Philadelphia, California, and Baltimore will be there in the fall. Both National League teams are newcomers, but California and the Orioles will repeat. Houston with an excellent team last year fell only one and one half games back. However, they have acquired Nolan Ryan and Joe Morgan. The Phillies this year will be back, barring injuries like last season.

Who has the best pitching staff in the majors?

Gary Houston. Never bet against Niekro, Andujan, Richard, Fosch, and Nolan Ryan. Joe Sambito isn't bad from the bullpen, either! With a rotation like they will have, Joe may be like a Maytag repairman (like the commercial).

Who is the collegiate player of the year in your view?

Mark Aguirre of Depaul. As a sophomore he is already a two-time All-American. When he is a senior he'll do everything Darryl Griffith did this year, plus! Darryl was named Sporting News Player of the Year. Mark is already a top NBA draft choice who may go hardship. At 6’7”, 235, he is a dominant force underneath as well as a pure-shooter from the outside.

Will Iowa do better in the Big 10 next season after a five final fair showing recently? "Johnny"

I honestly feel with Lester at quarterback Iowa will be stronger. Each team should be the same or five points tougher. Iowa should finish second or third. With an NCAA berth, look out for another Cinderella finish.

Who will be in the NBA Championship series?

Bob

Remember the "Bird" vs "Magic" show? Round two. The Celtics vs Lakers in a thriller. Earvin "Magic" Johnson and MSU beat ISU and Larry Bird in Salt Lake City in the NCAA tourney last year. Will, sorry "Magic" but the "Bird" will take the Celtics from last to first this season while also taking Rookie of the year honors.

What are your feelings of the new ISU mentor for basketball?

K.A.

Much like Reagan as a reasonable answer to Carter, so is Johnny Orr to Lynn Nance. The ex-Michigan Orr should bring his recruits with him. The Cyclones are "Orr" right.

The DMACC Intramural Program is sponsoring a tug of war contest May 14, on the campus grounds.

RULES

- Each team must consist of at least two girls.
- Total weight limit of each team cannot exceed 1,050 lbs.
- Each team member must weigh in May 13.
- No shoes with spikes can be worn for this contest.

PRIZES

Winners of this double elimination contest will receive steaks, and the team that places second will feast on hamburgers.

SIGN UP BY MAY 12

Champions Undefeated

by Patti Long

The 1979-80 Volleyball Champions finished intramural action at 10-0. Chris Johnson was their fearless captain. Team members included Larry Fuller, Marvin White, Ricky Galbreath, Bobby Smith, Eddie Woodward, Becky Barstad, Mary Beth Walden, Joni Atkins, Jolene Olson and Janet Reiser. Congratulations on a fine exhibition!

In the past-season tournament, team No. 5 headed by Jane Boeson, came out of Losers bracket to defeat team No. 4, captained by Chris Johnson. This was a best 3 of 5 series. Winning team members included: Kendall Martin, Craig Howard, Jeff Grady, Mike Hussen, Sammy Crouse, Mary Storey, Shelly Williams, Sherry Peterson and Jerri Augustus.

Slow-pitch softball intramurals began Tuesday, April 15. Results will be given when the games are completed. Each team consists of seven guys and gals. Ten people will play at a time. No more than three junior college baseballers may play at any given time for one team. Games are scheduled around DMACC spring sporting events. Come out and have some fun!

The Ben GYMnasium will be open every Sunday thru Thursday nights from 7:30 to 10:30.

All are welcome to play basketball, lift weights, and of course, baseballs are welcome, too! Come out and go home feeling great!

If anyone has any ideas for Intramurals, please contact Patti Long or leave a note in the Intramural mailbox in the DMACC office.
Softball/Golf

Lady Bears Lose Opening Game

The Ladybear Softballers have opened their fourteen date schedule by losing three games. On opening day the DMACC squad lost to Ellsworth 13-9. Sherry Peterson was the starting and losing pitcher. The second game of the doubleheader was shortened and called due to darkness. Our Bears were losing, but this contest will for all practical purposes not be considered a loss. Sophomors Jolene Olson reached base four times against Ellsworth on four walks. She started at second base. Janet Reiser, the starting leftfielder, went 7 for 4 with a double. Shelly Kruse is a sophomore starting third base.

Janet Reiser, Jolene Olson, and catcher Jerri Augustus each scored twice in a losing effort.

The batting averages as we have them now are as follows: Janet Reiser .500, followed by Shelley Williams at .400 clip. Rightfielder Cindy Vanderheiden and Sherry Peterson each batting .250. Shortstop Mary Storey and first-baseman Jane Boesen are even at .200 apiece.

The lone starter I have yet mentioned is the surehanded centerfielder Kerin Springer. Kerin anchors the Rieser and Vanderheiden outfield.

Against Clarinda, Sherry again got the starting nod. In a squeaker, the Bears came out on a 9-7 short end of the deal. In the nightcap Mary Storey, the pitcher, was tagged with a 10-4 loss.

Thus at present time, the Bears are winless after three. The reason - they have scored more than we have! However, the opposition is only batting at .235. With that our Lady Softballers will start winning, since they should hit near the .285 mark. The team who hits the most in softball usually wins.

The 1980 Softballers have many April dates left. Get out and support DMACC athletes, and have a good time!

Golfers Anxious

The 1980 Moone Bears golf team is working toward improvement this season. The Bear’s coach is Rich Govern. Rich indicates that Wayne Winkler in playing at the number one spot out of four men. Wayne is from Sac City, IA. Wayne finished in the runner-up spot at the Fdlsworth Invitational held in Iowa Falls by shooting 77. Wayne looks forward to having a good season.

Dave Coon is from Ankeny, IA. Dave formerly starred for Valley High School of Des Moines and holds down the second spot on the team.

Todd Buck is from Carroll, IA. Todd has only played golf for a few years and is working on improving his game. Todd is playing in the third spot on the team.

Dan Need is from Des Moines, IA. Dan plays in the fourth spot on the team this year.

Look What The National Guard Has To Offer

- Top Pay
- Enlistment Bonus
- Educational Assistance
- Retirement Benefits
- Life Insurance

Be A Leader – Join The Guard

Serve Your Country At Home

If you’re thinking of changing colleges, come on over to our side...Morningside!

- We are recognized for academic excellence; you’re sure of a quality education on our side!
- We have an extensive financial-aid program. In fact, 9 out of 10 students at Morningside receive financial assistance for their education.
- Our record of job placement for graduates within their chosen fields is the highest!
- If your cumulative grade average is 2.5 or above (on a 4.0 system), you are likely to receive from $500 to $2400 per year in scholarship or Achievement Award from Morningside.

If you’re thinking of changing colleges, come on over to our side...Morningside!

- Iowa residents may receive $1700 per year from the Iowa Tuition Grant Program. Apply now! Call us for details.

Call or write:
Office of Admissions
Morningside College
Sioux City, IA 51106
Phone: 1-800-352-4831

Morningside College
Morningside College is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution.
IIS~orts Commentarv: Baseball and Bucks

Baseball Fever — Try to Catch It!

Headed by the notorious player representative (Marvin Miller), the spring exhibition season for the major leaguers was halted. If an agreement is not met, the players will close the season soon after it has started. So a warning is necessary. Baseball fever — Catch it if you can—but you better hurry 'cause it is going fast!

To a sports journalist the so-called strike is great for the media. In this column, I will support the owners' view, of which one must feel is appropriate.

This sportswriter poses a rhetorical question! This case was in court back in the 1940's. If a farmer purchases a sow, is it not his until he either kills or sells it? Bruce Sutten brought out an interesting point. He was quoted as saying, "If my arm went bad with the Cubs, could my family live on $600,000 , my current salary?" An average American citizen lives reasonably well on $20,000 annually. With the extra $580,000, Bruce could certainly buy enough food and necessities to last through the 1988 presidential election.

Phil Garner of the Pittsburgh Pirates acknowledged that all athletes receive too high a standard of living. Not once has Phil ever asked for more than what was offered. He did state, "If a player can ask for a million and get it, why not ask?"

Recently, San Diego sensational All-Star outfielder Dave Winfield had a lot of publicity. He is to receive something like ten million over a five year period. He has the right to control of whether he or any on the team is traded or released! Now who owns whom is what one asks. Next, Dave will want a part of Mr. Krock's McDonald's Corporation. Dave is an excellent athlete being drafted in three sports while also being a great trackster, but this is foolish. Bob Hecker (on the Tonight Show) stated that he wants to be called Ronald McWinfield.

With free agents, multimillion dollar contracts, baseball seems meaningless to the modern day ball-player. When Charley Finley failed to pay Catfish Hunter the proper amount of money after the World Series, the baseballers went for all they could get.

A player should realize that he also has free medical and dental family plans. With the contracts they have, the modern day athlete should be grateful. Even their travel is free.

The 850 major leaguers are beefing that after four years a player should be allowed to be a free agent. But then if a player is traded by an owner, he is all upset. Also, they want a minimum salary of $40,000, instead of $37,500. Ironically, I've never heard of that small a salary. They must mean $40,000 for the mascot! Even with the stress a Georgia president goes through, he earns only $250,000. The average major leaguer is right near that. I believe a baseballer should be paid less than the leader of our great country. If Pete Rose with his 200 hit seasons, were paid $4,000 for each hit, he would earn $200,000. You have heard the old cliché: he can't buy a hit! Would you for $1,000?

The regular season date strike is set for May 22. If negotiations are not concluded by this date, kiss your pennant goodbye. Marvin Miller is still uneasy, but the owner's refused to pay expenses for the players who remained at spring training at will.

One must question the fact that all 850 players voted to strike. How about a straw vote?

Remember those immortal words spoken by Irvin Basketcase the legendary immortal DMACC intramural star: "OK, you guys. Who stole my underwear?"

GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALS

If you moved to Seattle, it would be foolish not to do your banking in Seattle

If you went to school in Boone, it would be foolish not to do your banking in Boone.

Open any type of account at BUENA VISTA

BOONE STATE BANK AND TRUST

Come and Visit Friendly BUENA VISTA

Still at the top ALL STAR SPORTING GOODS

We have all kinds of sporting goods that are of high quality but low priced.

Located at 808 7th St., Boone

Doing a lot of running this summer? Keep ahead of the competition with running and jogging shoes from All Star Sporting Goods.
Right: Brad Darby who is batting at a .426 clip can also pitch. Stri-i-i-ke Three!

The 1980 Bears looking forward to tournament play.

Above: The Bad News Bears second baseman, Darrell Nelson has just homered. Batting .357 he leads the team with homers.

LEFT: Darrell stops at second with a double.

Photography by Carol Schutt